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About

 A farmers market, of course, is about access to local foods and other 
handmade goods. But there’s more. One of the most special things about a 
market is the opportunity it creates to interact with the people who grow, 
bake, and make those items. There’s a relationship that builds from this.
 If you are what you eat, then your food’s origins are yours as well. 
The everyday conversations with the people who make those goods, and 
the relationships that grow from those conversations, can leave a surpris-
ingly strong imprint over time. They may just be as necessary as the items 
you buy.
 The following conversations were collected and shared once a week 
over the first summer of the Waldoboro Farmers Market in Waldoboro, 
Maine by its market manager, Tyson Pease. The images accompanying them 
represent a complementary piece of the relationships formed through those 
conversations. Peruse, read, connect. Become a part of our market commu-
nity.



Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Carol: Actually, my father’s family is from Waldoboro, so we go back sev-
eral generations.

TP: Oh cool. I guess that answers my second question of what brought you 
here! How long have you been with Borealis Bread?

CN: This is my 8th summer.

TP: Were you baking before then as well?

CN: I don’t do the baking. I was hired to do the farmers markets. I get to 
enjoy myself while everyone else in the bakery is sweating!

TP: What led you to Borealis Bread?

Carol Nash,
Borealis Bread



Carol

know? And then they get interested in the bread just because it’s here!
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CN: I saw the advertisement, and they asked if I’d be willing to do the 
farmers markets. I worked in retail with customers before, but this is a little 
different experience. But I enjoy it, I really do! I love being out here.

TP: What’s your favorite item that you sell?

CN: I don’t really have a favorite. It always depends on what I want at the 
time. I love to see people’s reactions—they ask me what will go with this 
or that, and I like to give my suggestions. They might say, “I’m having a 
seafood dinner,” or, “I’m having chili, and what might be good with that?” 
I’ve had people come back the following week and say, “That was the right 
suggestion!”

TP: What would you recommend for a good seafood dinner?

CN: I would recommend the rosemary, or if you just want something 
plain, the Italian or French breads. But rosemary makes a good comple-
ment to any seafood really—either unsliced or the rolls. People are happy 
when they see the rolls. They don’t always want that whole loaf of bread!

TP: Final question: What’s one thing you love to talk about that might not 
have to do with what you sell at the market?

CN: I enjoy reading and I enjoy knitting. Sometimes people see me doing 
that, and we get interacting that way. They enjoy seeing you happy, you 



Lauryn Cox,
Broken Acres Farm

Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Lauryn: About a month.

TP: Oh, just a month? So what brought you here?

LC: Well, when I came to Jefferson, to the farm, I came as an apprentice. I 
came in the beginning of May, just for the summer. Before that I was up at 
University of Maine Orono.

TP: Are you still in your program there?

LC: I’m going into my third year.

TP: What’s your major?

LC: I’m an English major actually. [Laughter]



TP: What’s one thing you love to talk about that might not have to do with 
produce or farming?

LC: Writing! [Laughter]

TP: [Laughter] I’m not surprised.

LC: Yeah, I could talk about literary theory for days—but, I won’t.

TP: Is there a specific area that you’re extra interested in?

LC: I’m getting into hermeneutics, which I couldn’t really explain right 
now. It gets into the depth of how writing is made, the theory behind how 
certain things are happening in the text that you’re reading. So it’s not like 
creative writing—I’m kind of into the theory base, the structure.

TP: Interesting. So is it just analyzing writing, or do you like to write as well?

LC: Mostly I like analyzing writing. I like to write essays and that type of 
thing, but I’m not really into writing stories.

Lauryn

TP: Oh, of course!

LC: Right? Obviously! [Laughter]

TP: So then, is this your first venture into farm work?

LC: It is. I just jumped right into it.

TP: How did it occur to you, “Oh, I should be an apprentice at a farm”?

LC: Well, I knew about MOFGA [Maine Organic Farmers and Garden-
ers Association] already. A couple summers ago I was looking through and 
thought, “Oh, a farm apprenticeship! That sounds cool.” And then I came 
back to it again and thought, “You know it sounds really good. I love being 
outdoors, I love working hard, so I’m going to do this.”

TP: Do you think you’ll stick with it beyond the summer?

LC: Yeah. I really love it. I’m surprised actually.

TP: What’s your favorite item that you sell?

LC: Swiss chard. I’m always in charge of picking and bunching them, and 
they’re just so beautiful. I love them.
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Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Paul: Almost 30 years.

TP: Wow, 30 years. What originally brought you here?

PF: I’m from Maine, but I’ve traveled all over the world. And I just… I’m 
a Mainer and I needed to be back here. So it works for me, just being here.

TP: How long have you been growing and selling flowers?

PF: Actually, I’ve been growing them for years and selling just seedlings. 
But for selling flowers, this is the first year.

TP: Oh cool. You’ve told me before that before you mostly sold produce.

PF: Yeah, produce and seedlings, and herbs—I do a lot of herbs. And dried 

Paul Fuller,
I Must Have It
Flowers and

Seedlings



raise. Mugwort, cumin, stuff like that.

TP: Wow, mugwort.

PF: There are a lot of worts out there! They’re mostly for medicinal things.

TP: I’m not surprised they’re not as popular.

PF: They’re not.

TP: Is that a part of the classification, the wort part of the name?

PF: Yeah. There are maybe 20 kinds. It’s like flowers: you have dianthus, for 
instance. There’s a sweet william dianthus, pink’s a dianthus, and there are 
many more. So wort’s a kind of general term of a particular kind of herb.

TP: Last question: What’s something that you love to talk about that has 
nothing to do with flowers or seedlings?

PF: People. I really enjoy talking to people and listening to people. I love 
people’s stories. I love people’s stories very much. Everyone has a story and 
a lot of people need to talk, and a lot of people are really hurting, and need 
someone to talk to who can just listen. You know what I mean?

TP: Yeah.

Paul

flowers. I’ve done dried flowers and arrangements for years, and I’ll bring 
those here when that season arrives. That should be mid-summer. I’ll start 
drying things and making. All the things I use I raise; I don’t buy anything.

TP: How did you first get into it?

PF: Well, I’ve been digging in the dirt all my life. That’s really what it’s all 
about, isn’t it? It’s a meditative thing for me, a very spiritual thing for me.

TP: And so I guess you eventually thought, “Huh, maybe I can make some 
money off of this eventually.”

PF: Exactly. In the wintertime I go and do antique shows, and that’s how I 
survive in the winter. I used to be doing antiques all summer, and I just got 
tired of it after so many years. This is where I hope that I can make enough 
to survive the summer. That’s what I’m trying to do.

TP: Of the things that you sell, what’s your favorite item?

PF: Oh, herbs, I love herbs!

TP: A particular herb?

PF: Not particularly. I like things you don’t normally find in most other 
places. There are a lot of herbs that most people have never heard of that I 
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Paul

PF: But in this age of high communication, where you’re talking with your 
thumbs more than you are with your mouth—and that’s normal, I don’t 
knock it. But it takes that one-on-one thing away.

TP: And it’s very abbreviated conversation. It’s not really conversation, it’s 
just… putting stuff out there.

PF: Yeah, so, that’s really what it is. I love people, I love talking and just 
listening. I’ve been in retail for years, most of my life. And that’s the reason, 
I think: I love to hear the people’s stories. [Smiles] That’s why, and I haven’t 
thought of that. I’m just talking off-the-cuff now. But I think that’s why.

TP: And it’s great, too: any place you find yourself with people you know you’re 
going to be happy.

PF: Sure.
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Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Barbara: 14 years.

TP: What originally brought you here?

BB: We wanted to live in the sticks. [Laugher]

TP: [Laughter] Where were you before then?

BB: In Cambridge, Massachusetts. We wanted to live in the sticks and get 
a larger studio for my husband.

TP: Had you always been in New England?

BB: Yeah.

Barbara Boardman,
White Duck Farm



TP: So, is your farming your major means of income, or do balance it with 
others things pretty evenly?

BB: I’m trained as an architectural and landscape designer, and I had my 
own business. I had been planning to transition into my fruit business, 
but… It’s too complicated to tell you all about it, but I’m transitioning a 
little sooner than I had planned to. Basically, you need to get your fruit up 
and running for it to eventually be productive. So, I figured out my time-
line and realized I better get busy here! I’ve been growing for restaurants 
primarily for the last three years.

TP: Just around the Waldoboro area?

BB: Boothbay and Camden. That’s basically my weekly route.

TP: Of the things that you sell, is there a definite favorite item?

BB: Hmm.

TP: Maybe secret strawberries (shared back at the beginning of the season)?

BB: [Smile] I did grow strawberries in my hoop house this winter. They 
were divine. But they’re not quite in the business mode yet. I really love 
heirloom pumpkins and squashes. I’m taking a break from them this year 
because I got an onslaught of bug problems last year. I’m trying to intercept 

Barbara

TP: Had you been to Maine much before then?

BB: Yeah, we used to sail up when I was a kid, and that’s how I knew it 
at first. And the first time I sailed up here, I knew: “OK, I’m living here.” 
[Laughter] Kinda knew from the get-go, but it took me a long time to fi-
nally make it happen.

TP: So were you growing things back before you moved to Maine?

BB: I’ve always grown things. At home as a kid I lived in this totally sub-
urban neighborhood, and I had the only vegetable garden. Anywhere. No-
body knew what to make of it: “What is that?” “Well, I’m growing toma-
toes up there!”

TP: “Wow, you got food in the ground?” [Laugher]

BB: [Laugher] And there was a little hiding place behind some bushes 
where my dad always used to throw grass cuttings and leaves, and I loved 
going there because it smelled so good. [Smile] I mean, I didn’t have any-
place to take that energy because nobody else did it. [Laughter]

TP: Yeah. So it sounds like moving to Maine was allowed you to do that on a 
larger scale.

BB: Keep my hands dirty, day after day.
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TP: I attended a workshop once on edible landscapes, I think it was—creating 
your own landscape where each thing complements the other and you don’t 
have to use pesticides. It’s a really fascinating thing, and it’s like how you’re 
saying: it never has to end, and that’s part of it. It’s always kind of changing, 
and once you add in one thing, or once one thing becomes established, it affects 
something else, and you can just kind of constantly readjust and tweak it.

BB: Right, or think about how things will change over time. It’s very inter-
esting.

Barbara

the problem and cut it in the bud. But I love weird looking fall crops. Tur-
nips, things like that. Mega beets.

TP: Mega beets! Are those different than regular beets?

BB: Chioggia beets. They can get really big. They can get as big as your 
head.

TP: No kidding! Are they red like regular beets?

BB: They’re red and striped inside. It’s this one strand I got from a local 
guy who’s been growing them since he was a kid, and they’re huge. And 
they’re tasty. I mean, you get kind of a workout slicing them. [Laughter] 
But they’re tasty.

TP: So, what’s one thing you love to talk about that has nothing to do with 
produce or giant beets?

BB: Well, I like to talk about design, a lot. Especially, when I’m sitting 
here, I like to think about how I would use this property: what I would do, 
where I would lay roads, where I would expand, what I would plant here, 
what I would remove. Everything is a work-in-progress. Sometimes a site is 
all about editing to get it to really sing. So I have a design mind. I’m always 
looking at how things were built.
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Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Marjie: We moved here in 1975… with four children, and two ponies, and 
five goats, and 32 chickens! [Laughter]

TP: Where were you before Waldoboro?

ML: We lived in the Highland Falls, New York area, right on the edge of 
the southern Catskills.

TP: What brought you here?

ML: Well, we wanted to be closer to the ocean. My husband’s father and 
mother had moved up here, and one of his brothers was up this way.

TP: When did the cheese-making come in?

Marjie Lupien,
Mystique Cheeses



happened in the area that helped to make the change?

ML: It became the “in” thing throughout the country, so it was a lot more 
accepted with the summer tourists.

TP: Was the trouble for people at first just that it was goat?

ML: It was goat. Yeah, it was. [Laughter]

TP: I remember as a kid I had a friend who owned a goat, and so she would 
have goat milk at home. She was always saying, “It tastes like grass,” and I 
always wondered, Would I actually want to drink that?

ML: [Laughter]

TP: I finally had some as an adult, and it was good! It’s just a different kind of 
experience, similar to getting local cow milk rather than big dairy milk.

ML: Yeah.

TP: Of the things that you sell, do you have a favorite?

ML: I like the surface-ripened cheeses: Brie, Camembert.

TP: Were those ones you learned more recently, or have you known how to 

Marjie

ML: I started making cheese in about 1979. I’ve been licensed and doing 
farmers markets since then, starting with the Rockland farmers market.

TP: How did you get started?

ML: Well, I wanted to be able to afford to keep my goats. [Laughter]

TP: They had to prove their worth.

ML: Yeah. We were just getting started doing the Rockland farmers mar-
ket. I worked for Coastal Enterprises and helped in setting that market up. 
We were doing herbs and scented geraniums, and I started adding cheese to 
the mix. It wasn’t very popular at that stage!

TP: That was the beginning of the goat cheese trend?

ML: That was back at the very beginning of it, and Maine was… a little bit 
behind compared to the rest of the country. [Laughter] It’s changed a lot 
since then.

TP: When did you notice it start to change?

ML: In the late 80’s.

TP: Was it just a matter of time, or was there something in particular that 
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TP: That’s amazing.

ML: In your big factories it’s done scientifically. My cheeses vary, and I’ll 
have some variation in mine. With the artisan cheeses, we sanitize, but it’s 
not sanitized to the ultimate limit that a big factory has to follow.

TP: Right, they have different standards.

ML: They kill everything in the whole place!

TP: Which for cheese is not so good!

ML: And so your home operation develops its own flora. I can make cheese 
exactly as another small cheese-maker, and theirs and mine will come out 
differently.

TP: Wow, that’s interesting. So for folks that are really into artisan cheeses 
they’ll look for certain cheese-maker’s work.

ML: You’ll find different people’s have some variation, or you can buy com-
mercial cheddar and it’s… pretty much the same commercial cheddar one 
place to another.

TP: Would you be able to describe the unique elements of your own cheeses, 
how you can tell the difference between your cheeses from someone else’s? Or is 

Marjie

make them for a while?

ML: They’re on the more recent end. In the beginning you were lucky to 
sell even the soft. What I did then was have soft in a couple of flavors—
plain, herb and garlic. Then, I branched out into lots of different flavors. 
And then I went to various cheeses that are packed in olive oil, trying dif-
ferent things there. After that I went on to surface-ripened.

TP: How is the surface-ripening process different from that of the other cheeses?

ML: You put in a bacteria, like Penicillium candida, to make the white 
mold on a Brie, and put in another one with that to get the gray skin I get 
on the Galactic Storm. But the differences between Brie and Camembert 
are the only shapes and the thicknesses of the cheeses. Otherwise they’re 
pretty much the same cheese.

TP: I was talking with the folks over at Savage Oakes, and with the process of 
making wine there seems to be this interesting combination of science and art. 
It sounds like there is with cheese, too.

ML: Right, there’s a science to it you learn, and different people learn it dif-
ferently. When I started there were very few ways to learn it scientifically, 
and so I learned to make cheese intuitively. I can walk into the cheese room, 
and I can tell by the smell where the cheese is at, what it looks like.
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Marjie

it too nuanced?

ML: Well, I’d have to compare particular cheeses, because it’s not any one 
thing you can totally pin down. Those microflora are embedded in the 
cheese molds and embedded in the walls of the cheese house. Basically 
what you’re keeping in are the good bacteria that are going to create your 
cheese. So, when you start out brand new, with new equipment, it’ll take a 
while to develop your own thing.

TP: Final question. What’s one thing you love to talk about that has nothing 
to do with cheese?

ML: I like art. I draw animals. I talk a lot of goat! My business is sort of a 
division. I have a milking herd, a breeding stock. I show at fairs, and I milk 
test. I have several different hats.

TP: That sounds about right for anybody in the area! And have you always 
been drawing?

ML: I’ve drawn since I was little. But I just started bringing my cards with 
my art on them to the market. I’m doing notecards and prints, which is 
exciting.
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Tyson: You’ve mentioned before that you don’t live in Waldoboro per se, but 
where do you call home?

Tim: Union.

TP: How long have you been in Union?

TS: The farm has been in the Savage family for over 200 years. As for mak-
ing wine, this is their 10th year.

TP: Wow. And then what about you?

TS: I’ve been in Union one year. My land adjoins the Savage Oakes winery 
land. We’re lucky. At our block we have a golf course, a winery, cows, pigs, 
chickens, horses. It’s a good thing.

TP: What led you here in the first place?

Tim Shau,
Savage Oakes

Vineyard
& Winery



TP: Besides living by them, how did you start working for Savage Oakes?

TS: Being from the city, the idea of working on a farm, in a winery, a vine-
yard, is incredibly appealing. They needed a hand, and I had the time and 
wherewithal. I learn something new every time I go.

TP: And is this a full-time role, or do you do work elsewhere?

TS: I help them out when I can.

TP: So, of all the things you sell here from Savage Oakes, what’s your favorite?

TS: The Nor’easter. It’s our port. We can’t call it a port because it’s not 
made in Portugal, but it is everything that a port is, and it is spectacular. 
And it’s nice in that the fortified portion of it is made in Union as well, at 
Sweetgrass Distillery.

TP: Last question: What’s one thing you love to talk about that has nothing 
to do with wines or sausage?

TS: I think of myself as a huge lake with relatively shallow waters. I can 
talk about anything for 10 minutes. I have lots of interests, and I’d like to 
know more about all of them. Anytime. [Smiles] I’m genuinely interested 
in everything.

Tim

TS: Quality of life. The midcoast of Maine was our target, and we found 
a house that spoke to us. But in particular, the Union area—and when I 
say area, I mean Waldoboro, Warren, Liberty, Hope, the surrounding envi-
rons—they’re awesome. You get a rural life experience, but you’re not so re-
mote that the quality of life issues start to creep in. We actually eat entirely 
from within the county almost every day.

TP: That’s great.

TS: Except for orange juice.

TP: Yeah. That still gets me, too. [Laughter]

I remember you saying you were in Chicago before moving to Maine. Is that 
right?

TS: Correct, we were in the south side of Chicago.

TP: How long had you been there?

TS: A lifetime. I was born in Chicago.

TP: Wow, so this is a recent and big transition.

TS: Yes!
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ing with a spray bottle. It’s timing; there are two times when you’re baking 
bread that you spritz it to give it the blistered effect of a french baguette.

TP: …Wow. So, are you going to try this then?

TS: No. [Laughter]

TP: [Laughter] But it’s in there!

TS: I would like to leave these things to the masters. Another one: brewing 
beer. I love the idea of brewing beer, but there are brewers who—I could 
never possibly make it as good, so why would I try?

TP: And with wine, too.

TS: Exactly! Home wine—it’s interesting, but… I’ll leave it to the profes-
sionals.

Tim

TP: Working at markets, you’re in a great position for that! Talking about 
wine and food and whatever else may come from that.

TS: Yes!

TP: What was one really interesting conversation you had in the past week?

TS: [Pauses] That’s a great question.

TP: Perhaps at one of the markets you go to?

TS: We do multiple markets, and at another market there’s a couple that 
stops by our booth and never buys anything from us. They stop by every 
market, half an hour before the market closes—as if they’re on a clock—
and every week they have a different topic to talk about. Most recently we 
were talking about flour, and baking.

Now, part of my general interest in life has sadly translated to having many 
different career-style jobs. I’m a serial careerist. Right now I’m actually 
marketing for a commercial bakery. So I know a lot about baking, but I 
don’t bake.

And so this couple came by, and we had an incredible conversation that 
lasted well after the market closed (I didn’t have a chance to close the tent 
up) all about blistering on bread. You can actually imitate baguette blister-
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Tyson: How long have you been in the Waldoboro area?

Judy: One year.

TP: Just one year? So how did you end up here?

JB: Mid-life crisis.

TP: …Oh.

JB: [Laughter]

TP: [Laughter] I’ll hold off on the follow-up question to that. Where were you 
before Waldoboro?

JB: I was in Massachusetts.

Judy Bernier,
Laura Cabot

Catering



TP: So then, it’s pretty recently that you’ve started working with Laura.

JB: So, I work for myself. And I’m fine by myself, but after a while, you’ve 
got to get out! I saw in Lincoln County News that Laura Cabot Catering 
was looking for help, and it was right here in Waldoboro. And I thought, I 
wouldn’t have to drive anywhere! So I sent her an email and she immediately 
called me up. We hit off right off the bat—she’s hilarious. So we started 
hanging out as friends and then I began helping with catering.

TP: Had you done any catering-type work before?

JB: No, other than the fact that I love to cook.

TP: But nothing on the scale of catering events?

JB: No! And now I feel very comfortable doing grand scale—salmon for 
three hundred!

TP: Wow.

JB: You know what the secret is? It’s her ginormous bowls. I had never had 
anything like that. But with her, you’ve got these big bowls and you can 
make anything.

TP: And I feel like having a good space—having the space to place a huge 

Judy

TP: And so you left behind what you were doing there?

JB: Oh, no, I’m still doing that. [Laughter] I took it with me.

TP: What is it that you do?

JB: I do business development for an architectural firm out of Philadel-
phia.

TP: How long have you been doing that?

JB: A little over a year. I got into that sort of right before I moved up here. 
I was always in the architectural world, about 25 years.

TP: On the business end or doing design?

JB: I was in design. But there’s not all that much call for that up here, so 
now I sell our software services. And I can do that from anywhere. It’s per-
fect.

TP: A job you can do from anywhere is a nice one to have. Had you visited 
Maine much before moving here?

JB: Oh yeah, I love Maine. It was always… there’s just something about 
Maine.
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is really the big season.

TP: Does it work out so that the architecture work picks up in the winter?

JB: It does actually. A lot of people are on vacation in the summertime, and 
it can be hard to find my customers. Plus the end of the year can be really 
busy for them because they’re trying to spend the rest of their budget in 
time—hopefully with us.

TP: It’s nice when you can find a pair or more of jobs that have that comple-
mentary ebb and flow. Of the things you sell here, do you have a favorite?

JB: Oh! The hand pies.

TP: A particular favorite?

JB: The sweet potato and chorize. That is a good one.

TP: And what’s something that you love to talk about that has nothing to do 
with catering or hand pies?

JB: My golden retriever? [Laughter]

TP: [Laughter] What’s your dog’s name?

Judy

amount of ingredients around and prepare it all—is really advantageous.

JB: Yeah, and she does have that too. It’s been great. I’ve learned so much.

TP: What’s your favorite dish to make on that larger scale?

JB: It would probably be the salmon. She does a lot of weddings, and there 
can be a lot of salmon. Often we have to do the marinating and then pack-
age it up and grill it at the event. It comes from Scotland. It’s unbelievable. 
It’s really hard to make food for hundreds of people and have it taste good. 
But she does, and it’s phenomenal. [Laughter]

TP: Everything I’ve had from her so far has been pretty amazing.

JB: And she makes it look so easy. [Laughter] I mean, it is, but kind of not.

TP: [Laughter] I would guess once you’ve found a system while making so 
much of a single dish that you’d get into a groove.

JB: Yeah.

TP: I imagine the summer is pretty busy. Do things slow down much in the 
winter?

JB: Not until Columbus Day for her. Winter is on the slow side. Summer 
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JB: Biscuit. He doesn’t come to the market because he won’t sit there like 
[Laura’s dog] Blue; he’d be snuffling everything and trying to—not that 
he’s badly behaved. He’s not. He’s very handsome. He’s just…

TP: Very curious?

JB: It just wouldn’t work.

TP: “Handsome” and “well behaved” are very different things. [Laughter] 
My dog is handsome and generally well behaved, but sometimes he’s…

JB: [Laughter] I take Biscuit for walks around this one field. And one 
morning he just plops down, focused. He won’t move. He’s 90 pounds; you 
can’t move him. I’m wondering, “What is it?” I look in the field, and there’s 
literally a crumb, maybe quarter inch-by-quarter inch, about 15 feet off the 
path. He would not move until he got that crumb.

TP: My dog is a lot like that. He’s part beagle, so he has an intense nose-brain. 
When he smells something, he will not budge.

JB: People will put bread out for the birds. Forget about it; it could be a 
half-mile away and he’d still just, fwoom!
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